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3. 
HfHOI'llC'lIOM 
Water is the moat lapertant ocfflpound supplied by the 
soil to the plant# lot only is water important as a soure© 
of two essential tlements but also as a laedium for ooiiduoting 
many of th& other ®sa«»tial #l®m®nta to th« plant. Its physi-
ologie&l iaportanoe as a ©onstitueat of living plants and as 
th® mediiffii in whieh most of th® important oheiaical reactlong 
n«0®ssai»y for llf® tak® plaas© Is self ••evident • Sine® the 
aoil is tht primary souro® of water for aoat plants, the lawa 
whioh goirern ita availability and movement aa?® important. The 
aoisttir® supply of -fti® soil may be depleted toy ©•aporation and 
transpiration and it is a®e®s»ary for watar to «nt®r th© soil 
and aov® into th® root aon® of th® plant to r®pl«nish th® 
smpply. Thia ii &@e«plish®<i by rain or irrigation. S<Ma«-
tim®s oonditiona also arise wh®r® asoesaiir® quantities of 
wat®r ar® suppli®I to th® soil and th® ®XQ«SS aiust B® r®«iov®d 
by drainage to prevent an aeration problem tram d®v®loplng. 
fhes® and many other problems involving moveroent of water in 
soils hav® not been oompletely solv®d» 
fh® general equation for fltiid flow, th® Stokes lavier 
Equation i# 
PS V~* 
a¥ 
where p • fluid density 
—> 
V • velooity vector 
« th© external forees aeting on a unit mass 
of fluid 
f • pressure in th® fluid 
r| « viseosity 
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TMg equation mai* ba derived from th® general lawis of motion 
i3S$ P* 229) but tha neo-easary boundary eondltlons for soils 
and other porous aedla ar@ too difficult to desoribe mathe-
Biatioally* 
A relationahip wMch has been applied quite auooessfully 
to many 30II wat«r mo"r«itt#nt problems is Daroy's law. In its 
ainiplest form it states that the rat® of flow through a porous 
msdiua is proportional to hydraulic gradient. This can be ex­
pressed laathsiaatioally in the vector form 
V  »  K V $  
wlitr© V « the rata aad direotloa of th© flow of th© 
fluid 
v|» th# potential gradient including both in-
tmmal and exttrnal potentials 
E « th® propiwtlonaiity faotor or eonduetivlty 
of tha media 
fhis equation has been suseeasfully applied to many of the prob­
lems assoelatad with flow in saturated soils or other porous 
media* For unsaturated soils the equation -fflugt b@ modified to 
take into aeeount th© faat that th© proportionality faotop is 
no longer a property of th® soil but changes with the moiatur© 
Qontent, ?h© equation now beo'oaes 
where % • the isaturated oonduotivlty 
f (©} • tli® relationship of the conduotlvlty to the 
moisture ©^©ntent (e) 
To eoapletely deaerlbe. the potentials and moisture content with­
in a soil ttois equation must be ©ombined with the equation of 
3 
ooatinuity 
 ^s - ^  ? 
mh&re 0 « molstiire oontent on a volmo basis 
to get » "^ "[^ 0 
fh® toomdary ooMltlon® expi?®aa®d in mathematleal form for ti» 
partiaml'ar problem ar© also neoessary for- th» solution. Only 
a few problems for unsaturated soils have b®©n solved In thla 
manner (l8, 19) beeaus® of laok of phyaloal data and the dlf-
floulty of ®atli»iaatl®al solution of the differential equation. 
Another equation wMch. has baea adapted to soil molature 
mofesent is Poiaeullle's law fop flow tiirough a oapillary 
tub© 
V 9 jf'i * Pn) 
itiar® •? * volume of liquid moTlng through itoe tub© per 
unit time 
 ^«, ©onatant* 5*114.16 
r «: radius of oapillary tube 
Fjt * pressure at Input end of oapillary tube 
pQ « pretsure at output end of oapillary tube 
i\ • vltooslty of liquid 
H «, length of capillary tube 
This equation ha» been used to explain some of the capillary 
phenomena of aolla qualitatively and also as a basis for de­
riving some of the simpler equations of oapillary movement, 
fhe above dlsouaslon has shown the importanee of move-
k 
of water In lajaaatuxnited soils by th© differential equa­
tions. Aii empirloal rel&tionahip describing the variation of 
the hydraulic ooiiduotivlty of unsaturated soils in relation 
to th# moisti^a eonteht or some related parameter is neeos-
sary. Also a method by means of which this relationship can 
be easily deterralned Is neeessary. On# method of doing this 
will be developed in this thesis# 
Another phase of the problem lifaloh has not been solved 
very satlsfa otarlly la th® infiltration problem. Moat of the 
equations uasd to describe Infiltration are emplrloal or are 
too ©uaberaOM# for praetleal use, A simple relationship for 
one dlaenalonal horiaontal flow has been derived by Klrkham 
and Feng (25) and by Swarteendruber et al» (52) by independent 
methods, fhe formula la 
Q « At^  
whwe Q » total quantity of water absorbed per unit 
ij»0a 
t s tlae 
A » a constant for th® soil 
fhls has been shown to hold for many soils by the above au­
thors# BO it would appear to be a good starting point for an 
infiltration equation* Sinoe tlasre is also a gravity factor 
operating in infiltration an equation of the type Q • At^+ 
(|iCt) "sAer© the <j>Ct) funetlon takes into aoeount the addition* 
al effects of gravity may fit th© problem better. A function 
for <|>{t) will be developed for several soils and a method of 
eomMpting th® function will also be explained. 
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HEVIEfl OP LITEKAftmS 
tiMerows P&P0TB have been written on th© morement of 
water Ik tmsatwated soils and its relation to praotio&l 
field |spobl©a«. Sawral ©xealleat reviews of the literature 
of various phases of th© problesi haw been published. Zunker 
C55) gives m exeellent review of th© early work in the field 
prior to 193®• artiele eonsiders ehiefly the European 
w©rk whleh was mainly eoneerned with tfae application of 
Foiseuill©*a law to the moTOnent of water in soil#' Lewis 
(5i) refiewei all pertinent English language literature writ­
ten before 1931• 0hristen®on (9) reviewed the theoretical de-
wlopffient of the problem up to 194o» A review by Childs and 
eollis-Cieorge (7) teinga in some of the more recent work ea* 
peeially of a theoretical natwe up to about 1^9* Davidson 
(15a) listed 206 papers on infiltration of water into the soil 
and gave a brief abstract on each one. Most of the papers 
Wire concerned with field problems and their enpirical solu­
tion. Other reviews of a general nature can be found in the 
textbooks of Seen C2l|., pp. 89-IO8), and Baver (1, pp. 2i|.7«26l). 
Because ©f the nuaber and esKcellenee of the review artiolea 
available, a detailed literature review will not be made. 
Only such papers as are immediately pertinent to the develop­
ment of the probleits will be reviewed. 
•Th® Potential Theory of 
Movement of Soil Moisture 
A paper by luokingham (1|.) contained the first formula­
tion of the movement of water in unsaturated soils as a prob-
6 
l®m in potential thetorj. H© hypothesized that the flow of 
water in vmsmtm?&t&4. soils was goT®rn®d by a law similar to 
Fottri®r*s law for heat flow and Ohm's law for ©leotrical OCBI-
du(8ti"rlty» ainoe h© was th© pioneer In this type of thinking, 
th© mms&mj tsminology had not yet b®en worked out, H® de­
fined th# tapillary potential as the amount of raeehanioal 
work n©o®asary tO' remove & definite mas® of water from a def­
inite mass of moiit toil* It is a meohanieal potential and is 
a funetion ^ f the Biolatur© content of the soil* He also rec­
ognized the faet that hia proportionality factor, the oapil-
l»y oonduttivity, wa« not a sonstant and would vary with the 
moisture ©ontent. His formulation fca? the one dimensional 
horiisontal eas® was aa follows: 
Q » As 
where Q « ©urrent density 
A S eaplllary ©fsoduetlvity 
S' » potential gradient 
Be restated this In terms of th© oapillary potential as 
where  ^» capillary potential 
6 w aoiiture content 
X * distane© alcaag the X axis 
He also described a laethod of determining Y as a fxmction of 
0by allowing a vertical soil coluan to eqLulllbrate with a 
7 
water table at the Tsase wlille nofc permitting evaporation to 
take plas9 at the surface. Th® height above the \Tater table 
times gravity is th© o.apillarj potential, so determining th® 
raolatw® oofitent aa, a funetion of the height will determine 
fwith reapeot e* To eonstrmot a complete ©apillary potential-
moisture aonteat curve for a soil bj thia method would b© Im-
praotleal beeaus® of th® time necessary for equillbriuia to bo 
r®a©h#d and th® length of ooluun needed# However, the theory 
us@4 above Is still valid. 
Mttle use was made of Buekingham's theory until Gardner 
and eo»work®rs C15, 16, 17, 18) expanded Budclngham*s idea® 
to show how. they ©ould be used to explain some of th© observed 
phenomena and solve Borm of the problems.. Qrardner al:?o de­
fined th© oaplll.arj potential more rigorously and formulated 
th® equation, of flow for th® nor® general tase by bringing in 
th® law of conservation of masa and a three dimensional vector 
notation. His matheiaatloal definition of the capillary po­
tential, i« 
vt * 1 V F 
where fluid density and''* the capillary pressure 
Clardner'a equation of flow for unsaturated soils was 
V « fi ( [((=')+•] (a) 
Where v * flux density or rate of flow 
p'm th® moisture content 
fi {/a') » th® capillary conductivity expressed as a 
function of the moisture content 
® capillary potential expressed as a 
function of the moistiir® content 
» the gravity potential 
8 
If© also used tlis ©qtuation of eoBtiuuity, namely 
v (b) 
C«Miiirag ©quatloBs Cft) aM Cb) h© got 
V' Ui'-)+r v'fXp')] • fx (/>')+ 
aia is tiiit g©n,@ral eqmation for flow in imsatiarated soils but 
is mrj ;diffiwlt tO' solve siao# it is a non-lirisar partial 
difftreutial equation# 
Methods of Dtt@rmining th© 
Oapillary potential md Oonduetivity 
®i® of d©t®r®iaing the oapillary potential and th® 
©apillary ©ondmetivity w@r® alow i» developing* Gardner et al* 
(18) showed that a poroua elay apparatus with a vacuum gag© 
e©uld b@ uied to aeasur© th© aapillary potential. Th© appa­
ratus ha® b®®n developed further by oth«r workers and was 
first called a eapillary •potentiometer or a tensiometer# The 
most aetive marker in deviiing and perfecting methods of 
aeasuring the oapillary potential was L« A, Richards. He has 
devised the pressure plate and pressure membrane apparatus 
which enable th© eapillary potential as a fimotion of the 
moisture content to be determined in the laboratory to values 
as high as l8o atmospheres pressure. His work and that of 
others in this field is reviewed in his paper of 191^ 9 Cii.5), 
•me methodology for capillary conductivity determinations 
is not nearly a« well worlced out as for the capillary potential. 
In Richards' meteio-d (I42} the soil wa-s placed between two 
9 
porous oeramic plates# aalntalned at slightly different ten-
slcai® toy an ©laborat® vmmm regulator sjstemi wnd the flow 
throu^  fee soil measured# The eapill&ry potential was d®* 
teriained t»y tensioiaeters placed "bj ©aeh plate* H© later modi­
fied hi® aethod so that It could be carried out in a pressure 
plat© apparatus fjto method is limited to soil moisture 
tension of less than 1 at»osph©re# The apparatus is quit® 
complex .and has not been used often. 
tlsing a method suggested hj Buokinj^ am {I}., pp. 26»27) 
Moore 055 was able to determine the capillary conductivity 
as a function of the capillary potential or the moisture con­
tent* He, allowed a unifora, vertical oolmn of soil to come 
to equilibriiim wilda a TOter table while the surface was ex­
posed to the drying influence of air. When the steady state 
waa reached the oapillary potential and th® moisture content 
were deterained at various heights. Prom this the hydraulic 
head was calculated and plotted with respect to height, A 
curve was then fitted by eye# and the tangents of the curve 
determined at various points. Since the tangents are the 
hydraulic gradient, the capillary conductivity could be cal­
culated froia Dar'Cy's law, A long time was necessary for the 
soil column to reach a steady state and this severely limits 
the nottber of soils which can be run by the method. It is 
also necessary to use graphical differentiation which may be 
quite Inaccurate, fh© method is also limited by the range 
10 
Qf th© tejaaicffiieter which limits it to soil moiature tension 
of less thaii 1 ataosphero* 
Atiotlisr approach to tia® ppobleM was that of Ohyiistenson 
(9, 10)• H® used a porous Q@i»asai0 tub® placed in the center 
of an auto*irrigator pot filled with soil# By maintaining a 
differential tension between th© porous walls of the auto-
irrigator pot and the 0©ut®r tub© •imtil a. steady state was 
reached, it was possible to aeatur© the flow throtigh the soil, 
ffa© ©apillary oonduotiTlty could ttien b© calculated assuming 
a constant hydraulic gradient# H© found a marked hysteresis 
between th« capillary conductivity determined on th© sorption 
and dtaorption cjoleiSd Part of this was thought to be due to 
th® decrease in conductivity with time similar to fee conduc­
tivity of a saturated soil* Otolstensen's method is the same 
as the method a of Richards la principle and has the same 
lliai tatlons.. 
Ghilds and CSollls-deorg® (8) used an entirely different 
approach to the problem# fhey had observed that in long ver­
tical coluims of soil the Moisture content was oonatant over 
a considerable portion of the soil during steady state flow 
aad was dependent only on th® rate at tihlch the water was 
supplied to th® soil# This meant that only gravity was caus­
ing the water to flow, so that the capillary ctxiductivlty at 
that moisture content could be easily calculated*- By varying 
th® rate at Aich th© water was supplied and by meastiring the 
aoistur® content by a capacitance method they could determine 
11 
th© Q&plllary oonduotiv3.fcy an a f^ •mction of the moisture con» 
teat oTor a oonaiderablo range# The steady state condition is 
necessary again and the aisthod is also llsjited to th@ higher 
aol®tx3,re values. 
On® of the f©w people to work in the so-called "available" 
soil moist-ore range wag Lewis {51)» Hie technique was to sup­
ply limited smoimt of water to one end of th© soil ooluim 
while the other end was being J®pt dry by passing air over it. 
After the steady .state wae reached he sectioned the soil col-
lam and deterrained the soil laoiattare content. Beoaus© he had 
no m#asiir© of the potential gradient he could not calculate 
the capillary eoraductivi.ty« However, h© was able to show that 
th© wiovmmnt of water was appreciable even a.t th© wilting 
point and that it was Etoving as a liquid and not as a vapor# 
With Modern techniques of determining moisture-tension curves 
for soil, this method could b© used to evaluate the capillary 
oooduotivity of unsaturated soils at tension values from 1 to 
15 atmospheres* 
Richards and Weeks (i|.6) proposed a method in which capil­
lary conductivity was calculated frcan transient moisture ten­
sion values Moisture yield curves obtained during the desorp-
tlo». of a l-^ng ac3.1 oolumn. Dicing the molsturo-tenslon ourv® 
of th® soil, it was possible to calculate th© quantity of water 
moving past each point and plot curves frmi this# By deter­
mining th© slop© of these ctirves and of th© tension-height 
om»vea the capillary conductivity can be computed. Th© 
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method pemits th© determination of the capillary conductivity 
values tm* tension up to nearly 1 atmosphere in about a week# 
However, It is necessary to fit several curves to the data by 
eye and determine the slopes of the curves also by eye. If 
the errors sr@ accumulative, the final answer might be quite 
for off* 
W» 1» Gardner (20) recently proposed a method using the 
outflow aeasiirements from the pressure plate to detewaine the 
capillary conductivity of soil# By making the assumptions 
that the capillary oonduetivity-moisture tension curve was 
linear between snail tension differences and the soil moisture 
content-tens!on curve was also linear between these points, 
he was able to solve the flow equation# He also had to as-
suiae that the soil boundary next to the plate was at atanos* 
pheric pressure, that is that th»^ 'i?e Is no appreciable gra­
dient across the porous plate or raeabrane# This appears to 
be true for all values except the low tension range. The 
values Alch he obtained agreed quite well with the values 
from the steady state methods# fhe method is fast and deter­
minations can be made on core samples# Its range is limited 
at low tfflfision values but it can be used at tension values 
above 0#8 ataiospherea which have not b®en trUe for other 
methods# 
•Sar^ dner and Gardner { 19) attempted to derive the func­
tional relationship of tiie capillary conductivity to the 
moisture content*. They studied the flow of water into a 
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horizontal s®»ioiroular layer of dry goll and used moments 
of forse# of the system to aeasure th© distribution of the 
water in the fOil* fheir result oontained a geometrio para­
meter of the system they were using and whicli they had not ouo-
oeeded in eliminating, fhelr expression was quite complex and 
its use in the flow equation would be quite diffleult* 
fhe Diffuilon ©leory of 
Soil Moisture loveaent 
®ae diffusion theory of soil moisture movement itatea that 
the moittur® moves due to a moisture oonoentratlon gradient, 
Gardner and Widtao® Cl8) derived it from Daroy*s equation for 
horizontal one dii»nslonal flow with no external pressures# 
0hilds C5) i®2*lved it on the basis of physical considerations 
and restrioted its u«® to heavy elay soils when moisture move-
aent la slow# these authors assiaaed that the diffusion con­
stant was the same .for all moisture contents of a soil# 
Hrkhsaa and Feng (25} tested the theory by measuring the 
quantity of water imbibed by the soilj, the advance of the 
wetted front, and the moisture distribution in the soil column# 
fhey found that the diffusion equation described the quantity 
of water imbibed and the advance of the wetted front but did 
not give the moisture distribution. They concluded that the 
diffusion equation was not valid for flow of water in unsat­
urated soils# 
Becently Hute (STu 28) derived a differential equation 
for flow of water In unsaturated soils for the one dimensional 
vertleal ©as® frm. Daroy's law said the equation of continuity 
giirlag his tti© following expression 
1^1 . 5^ (/.K4|)+ 
wh®p« s hulk dttiislty of th® soil 
& « aoiatupe oont®nt on a dry weight basis 
 ^« capillary potential 
P 2 fluid density 
K » eodffieient of aqueous oonduotivlty 
H® then ©jfcp*®s»ed this equation aa 
^ + F «|| 
wh®r® ® ® "if 
and D was oalled th® diffuslvlty, Sino® K is a function of th® 
moistur® 0ont®nt, th® diffuslTlty must also b® a function of 
th® molstur® content. If th® gravity term can b® neglected, 
because of gemetry or other ecaislderations, then this beccsnes 
th® non-linear differential equation of diffusion. He was 
able to solve this equation by the numerical iterative pro­
cedure of €raak and H@sry (12)• The solution predicts a 
wetted frmt which prior solutions have not* Ixperlmental 
proof that iSi® calculated moisture distributions were th® 
saa© as those occurring In soils was not given. Philip (Ifl) 
has worked out a simpler numerical solution for th® abov® 
equation which converges more rapidly. His solutions like­
wise have not been checked experimentally as yet. 
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Stftpi® and Lehime (i|.9) desef'l'bed a numerloal method of 
solirtisg the diffu-sioa equation using a finite differene© aqua-
tioB depiwble fi»<m the diffusion equation and neglecting 
grafitj# Thej used th© method to deteraiine 12i© redistribution 
of moistiir® in a profile after a rain.. Their method la not 
nearlj at rigorous mathematioally as th® other methods dis-
0USS@d* 
Aa excellent dlstmssion of recent deirelopments in this 
field li giTen by Childs (6) and also hj iQute et al. (29> 
Infiltration 
Mwoh of the early work cm infiltration was done by hy-
drologists and soil coniervationlsts whose principal interest 
was not in the problem of infiltration but in the factors 
which affeoted it* Horton <22^  23) computed the infiltration 
rate trm rainfall intensity and runoff records for water­
sheds# lis infiltration rates include the effect of r&infall 
and soil cover in addition to th® aoll factors. Muagrave and 
Free C56) investigated the effects of cultliratlon, and ante­
cedent moisture on. infiltration rates using a cylinder and 
ponding water In it. They found both factors were very Ira-
portant laifcially but the final rate was not affected appre­
ciably* 
The work of Coleman and Bodman (5, 11) was the first 
study of the moisture distribution and potential gradients 
within a soil oolum during infiltration# They constructed 
their soil columns so that they could be rapidly sectioned at 
u 
the deaifoa stag© of infiltration and tha moisture profile 
waa detemined.^ fh© re stilts were plotted and they found 
that th® ©urTes oould be divided into four well defined 
parts I laie saturated zone representing th@ siarfaoe 1-1.5 o®» 
layer in wM(^ tb© moisture omtsnt approached pore space 
saturation, B®low th© saturated aon© the moisture content 
fell very rapidly imtil it reached a caiparatively long aon© 
of nearly constant moisture content* This was called the 
trassalasion 2one and had a hydraulic gradient a little 
greater tiaaa one» The zone Increased in length as infiltra­
tion progresses but its moisture content remained the same# 
Below this waa a region of changing moisture content called 
the top&nsition gone which becomes longer as the depth of wet­
ting increase®* Ttm final ^ on© Is the wetting front marked by 
in abrupt change In moisture content from visibly wet soil to 
dry soil# Samples indicated that the moisture content just 
back of the wet front was conatant for a particular soil but 
was not related to the moisture equivalent* fhey suggested 
that this moisture content might represent the lower limit of 
capillary condmctivity* The moiatiire profile curve described 
above was an S curve with me flex point la the transmlaalon 
Eoae and a very alow change in slope on either side of the 
flex point# fhe hydraulic head-depth curve on the other hand 
is a monotonic curve with the head continually increasing and 
the transmission zone Is marked by a nearly constant slope 
throu^out its length, Their results also indicated that the 
17 
Kolstiir© tension in tli© tranamisslon zone la th© sarae for all 
soils# 
Marshall and Stlrlc (35) perform®^  a similar experiment 
but us®d tenaioaeters to Bieaaw© the moistisre tension in the 
trmsMission &on©« ®i©ir reaulta wer® aimllar to those of 
Botoan aM Coleman (3) except that th® work indioated that th® 
Bolstur® t®niiois of th© tranaMiasion EOII® was not the aam© 
for all soils• 
lilier Old Hi ©hard C5l|.) used a special technique which 
permitted accurate laoiattire tension measurements to be made 
in rapldlj changing system® in repeating Bodman^ s and Col©* 
mah*s (5) ©xperlKieiits with the two soils they used and two 
additional soils# Kiij fotmd that the hydraulic gradients 
in th® transmitting gone varied from 2*9 for silica flour 
to 1«.25 for Xolo loam# However, the moiatw® tension for all 
soils was not the s«®e in the tranamlttlng Eone but the per­
cent pore saturation was very nearly so. Their moisture pro­
file curves were very similar to those of Bodman and Coleman 
i3U 
Several attempts have been made to derive equations for 
total infiltration or th© infiltration rat®, ©reen and Ampt 
(2%) derived an equation having th® form 
T • A [L • b log 1/A] 
where t « time 
1 s total infiltration 
A and B are constants 
This was derived on the basis of flow in capillary tubes of 
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tuaifca»m diameter. Hillip (ij-O) also derived this equation on 
tim basis of Daroy*® law said assumptions based on th® experi-' 
mental rtsuits of Bodman and Coleman. He expressed th© capil­
lar j potential term in his ©qiaation in terms of the angle of 
wetting and th® surface tension and was able to show the 
physieal meaning for th© eonstants A and B., However, these 
©onstant® o-annot b© toapwted but must b© evaluated experi-
m^ tallj# Sino© the equation has iaie foam of t as the depend­
ent variable and 1 as the independent variable in an implioit 
functionit is not very easily usable but eould be solved 
graphieally and th® results tabulated* 
Gardner and Wldtsoe (185 luggested the equation 
a « t + ©2 
where a a distance to th© wetted front 
t * time' 
©X,* oz'  ^ ocKistants 
for th® movement of th® wetted front during infiltration. A 
similar equation with different constanta would also be valid 
for total infiltration# fhls equation was found to fit the 
experiaental values with good p*#eislon»^  Horton (22) derived 
a sifflilar expression for the infiltration rate assiamlng that 
the inverse exponential law would apply. His expression ia 
the derivative of ttie above equation and ia 
f • fo itQ . fo) 
where f 2 infiltration rate at time t 
fo ® iaitial Infiltration rat© 
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itt * th© coiistcjit rate reached after a long tira© 
tf' « |^ *eto?tional5-tf' eonstant 
This ©qmation has thi»e® sonstants to evaluate althou^ two can 
b© approximated txperlmentally# 
An &qm.tlon of tli© f'om 
f * fa: 
iftter® f « Infiltration i»at© 
t « tiTO 
X asd K are ocastants 
was proposed by Kostiakov (50}• It apparently was proposed 
b®oaus« It fit th© d®ta» Bell and Cameron (2) had earlier de­
rived the ajtpregsion y^*Etfor th© rate of advance in a horl* 
Eontal capillary tube from Pois®uille»s law. Fw porous 
material they indicated the equation should be y^^lt and 
that this should also hold for movement in the vertical di«« 
reetion for short distances, Si® derivative of this equation 
would be similar to Kostiakov*® equation# Hagmoush {37) used 
this type of an equation for one, two, end three dimensional 
infiltration# He found that the exponent varied with the 
soil, with the depth of water on the surface, and the initial 
moisture content. He also states that for infiltration the 
exponent is not 1/2 for soils# The constants of this equa­
tion apparently have little physical significance and vary 
with th@ ocfflditions of the media. The equation also indicates 
that the infiltration rat© will become zero as time beccmes 
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large wMoii la contrary to the finding of most workers that 
it approach©® & ©caistant value. 
Other worker a (1|.8, 50) hay© used the valu® of the in­
filtration rat© at a given tim© or th© constant value that is 
reached after a long tia® to express the infiltration prop­
erties of a soil* fhes© values l©ave much to be desired since 
they are only one point on a curve and the remainder of the 
infom&tion is not used* 
For one^ diaenstional horizontal flow into a dry soil the 
expression 
q m kth 
where Q « total quantity of water absorbed by the 
.soil in time t 
A • a constant depending on the a oil and its 
oondition 
ha# heen derived by many workers,. Mtao (26) first derived 
it on th® bsaia of Poisettill®*® law in 1897• It has also 
been derived by Or©en and Aapt (21) by Swartzendruber et al« 
(5i# 52) and many others m a similar basis# Kirkham and Peng 
(25) derived it from the diffusion equation with a eonstant 
diffusion eoeffielent# 5he early derivations of the law as­
sume# that the eapillaries are all oompletely filled with water 
which of coiarse is not true. Swartsendruber modified this by 
stating that th© quantity of water absorbed is proportional to 
the advance of th® wetted fr<mt #iieh had been verified experi­
mentally by MrMism and Feng (25). Witti this condition the 
derivation on the basis of the eapillary theory appears to be 
ai 
valid. ?h© cl©i'»ivatioi:i baaed on the constant dlfrusion coef-
flolcjnt Is questionable since the coeffioieat has since been 
shown to b0 variable. The expression vma verified experiment­
ally by lirMiam and F©2ig (25) &nd by SohartKendrub^ir (5I) 
for gereral .soils. 
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EXPERIICTfAL 
The work waa divided into two parts, one to find a method 
of determining the function describing the capillary con­
ductivity of soil, and the other to find an equation which 
describes the infiltration of water into soil with respect to 
tiM©» Each will b® described and disouassd separately^  
The ttrminology ttaed througho-ut th« rest of th© paper 
will to© that reooMiended hj th© siihc«aaitt©© on Permeability 
and lafiltratioHj, Gowdtte© on Terminology of the Soil Soieno© 
Sooiety of AM«riea» L* 4# Hiohairds, Ghaiman (kk)* Th® 
soil moisture tension or moistiir© tension will be used instead 
of oapillary potential since it is th© quantity usually meas-
wed and is simpler to us© in flow problems# 
?ertleal Steady Stat© Flow against 
th® foro© of ca^ aTity 
When water is supplied freely at th© lower end of a 
vertical soil ©oluian and allowed to ©Taporat© at a constant 
rat® at th© upper ©nd, an ©tiuillbrium condition will be r©aoh» 
•ed in which th© soil aolsture tension profile will be deter­
mined by th® capillary ccHiductlTlty function of th© soil. To 
slfflplify th© problem it will b© assumed that hysteresis is 
not important imder the conditions of the experiment and can 
be neglected# If th© atoistur© tension profile of th© soil 
colxan. can be determined, it should be possible to oalculat© 
th© capillary conductivity as a function of the moistur© t©n-
slon or related variables. 
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fh© apparatus and procedure described below were used 
t«--'study- to detemin© the moisture tension profile of a soil 
colufflii# '^ he method used is similar to th© one described by 
Moor© C55)* A smaller soil oolisKn is used and the tenslo-
meters «r© placed in th® aid© of t3ie coixian ao that they do 
not interfere with th© flow pattern of the soil water* 
fh# sucoeaa of this method of determining th© capillary 
eonductiv^ ity functions dependa upon how the data obtained are 
treated* An appropriate empirical function was fitted to th© 
data by the method of least squares. This ftmction could 
then b© manipulated matheraatleally to give other functions 
which would gi¥© th® capillary conductivity and soil moisture 
tension of th® soil# 
Apparatus and Procedure 
Th® apparatus used consisted of a tube to hold the soil, 
sintered glass tenslometers, water and mercury manoHietera, a 
cathetometer to read th© aianoiaeter accurately, a burette de­
signed to operate as a Mariott© bottle, and a vibrator to 
pack th® soil in the tube unifornCLy. • 
fwo types of soil tubes were used* One was a l6 ram. out­
side diameter glass tube 25 cm. long with 5 side tubes sealed 
to one side, fhmsm aide tubes were just large enough so that 
th® teasioieter tubes would Just fit into them* This per­
mitted the t®nal«Ki®t«rs to measure th© soil moisture tension 
from the side of the soil coltamn without interfering with th© 
flow pattern in the soli, fhe other type of tube was th© 
2k 
same as the first exo®pt that an additional 25 eia» of glass 
tubing was sealed oato th# lower ©nd to give it additional 
length# There ar® no aide tubes in this aeotion. 
The tensiometers were made from pyrex sintered glass 
sealing tub*5s 1 m, in dl««eter. The sealing tubes were out 
off flush with th© sintered glass on one side# The other 
aide was reduced in siae to 6 raai# outside diameter to faeil-
itate ©onaeotliig to th® maiiometers. Sintered glass with a 
fin® peroaity was used and appeared to be quite sensitive to 
tension changes and did not leak air at tensions less than 
500 cm. fhe tensioraeters were sealed into the side tubes of 
soil tube with DeKhotinskj oeKent before the tubes were filled 
with soil* 
'fh© water mancweters used were made of glass capillary 
tubiag and attaohed to th® tensiometer by tygon tubing# To 
US® thea It wag aeoessary to fill the aiaaometers, tubing and 
t^ nsiometer with freshly boiled distilled water, The merctiry 
manoMBtBPa were likewise made of oapillar-y tubing connected 
to the tensloai©t©rs with tygon tubing. After the system was 
filled with water, the end of the oaplllary tubing was placed 
in meroui'y. The tsnaion was rseorded by the depression in 
the water le-e-el of tlie TOter- iiajEiometer and the height of rise 
of the laercury in the aiercurj aanometers# The water manometers 
were for- low tensions where small differences in hydraulic 
head were bsirig r.-ieasiu'edj while t.b.0 aieroury inancMeters were 
used where the tenslooa and differences in hydraulic head were 
large# 
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A Genoo student type eathetom©t©r was used to read the 
manometers-. With this instrment It was possible to read 
the manoaeters to the nearest 0.01 om» and all readings were 
mad# with iiiis accuracy, 
Th® water souiroe was a burette designed to operate as a 
Mariotte bottle* With this devioe it was possible to main-
taia a eoustant water level aud to get an accurate reading 
of the amount of water entering the soil. A water manometer 
was eonneo-ted to th® souro© to get a precise reading of the 
water level being maintained# 
The vibratcMp paoker used to o<M.paet th© soil was the same 
one that 1« described and Illustrated by Swartaendruber in his 
thesis built trtth a vibrator from a small cpaft 
saw and u#ed a I'heostat to regulat© th© intensity of th© vibra­
tion. It appeared to give a uniforHi oompaotion with no vis­
ible ©videno® of se^ egatioB of partioles, 
fwo soils were used in this investigation, Th© first 
was a sample of th® surfaoe 6 in. of Marshall silt loam from 
the Soil Gonservation Experimental Farm, Shenandoah, Iowa, 
taken from a site utiioh had been in bluegrass for over 20 
year's. It was very well aggregated, was high in organic mat­
ter, and had a high atruotxaral stability, fhe second sample 
was from the surfaee 6 in. of Idina silt loam from the South­
ern Iowa teperimental Far®, Bloamfield, Iowa, taken from a 
sit® «ftiloh had been planted to soybeans ®a<^  year for over 20 
years, fh® aggregation .and structtaral stability of this soil 
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mre vwf low# In order to obtain a rolatlvalj homogeneous 
sample, th® soils vmve ground to pass through a 1 ram. sieve. 
fh«j were then sieved throu^. a 0.#25 a®* sieve and the 1 mm. 
to 0*25 mm* fraotion was used in the experiment. 
So prepare a soil eolumi an extension tube was fastened 
to the soil tub© with a slaev© raade of rubber tubing and the 
lower end,was sealed off flush with the end with a sleeve 
mid adapter. A treiaie made frcm a gl&as tube which would 
Just fit inaide the &oll 'tube was inserted and filled with a 
'thoroughly mixed toil sawple. The tremie was then slowly 
withdraw filling the soil tube uniformly to the top of the 
exteasiaii tube# soil coliwa was then placed on the vi­
brator and vibrated for maximum eompaetlon, usually about 5 
to 10 aeeoads. ?h© ©.xtensioii tube was removed and the soil 
was struok off flush with the upper end and a aoreened adapter 
attaehed to th® lower end.with flexible sleeves. 
fhe lower end of the vertisal soil oolum waa oonneoted 
to the M-ariotte burette and allowed to wet by capillarity. 
fh® lower @M of the eoltiBin was set at the same height as the 
water level of the manometer connected to burette. When the 
wetted front reached the end of the tube, a stream of warn 
air was blown across the bare soil aurfaoe. The tonaiometera 
were filled with water and ©oanecsted to the appropriate ma-
nometers, A etheaatle drawing of the apparatus is shown in 
Fig. 1. The Manometers and burette were read at regular in» 
tervals for a period of about 2 months. By this time the 
Figt !• Soii®matio irawing of apparatus for study 
of steady stmt® fXow of wat«r» Th®. ma-
nan.et,er at th® right is in moat experiments 
at ooiisi<i©rabl@ gpe&ter depth than the 
others. 
Soil Tube 
Tensiometer 
—Screen 
I—Transparent 
tubing 
To Mariotte burette 
Manometers ^ 
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ajBtmn had reached a %'aa3i-3tead7/ state and the manometer 
reading and rate of water entering th© aoll was very nearly 
constant# Changes In oonductlvit-j of the soil probably ao» 
ooiinted for the continued small changes In readings, 
treatment of Data 
fo dateriain® the oaplllarj oonduotivity of th© soil it 
is n@oessary to Imow th® hydraulic gradient# Th© hydraulic 
head is easily calculated by subtracting th© height of th® 
tensiometer above th© bottosi of th© soil oolumn fras th© 
raoistur© tension# fh® hydraulio gradient oan be determined 
by plotting Hi© hydraulio head as a function of the height, 
Sinoa the relationship ia not linear, the slope of the ourTO 
muat be esitimated* ails proeedur® involves making two esti­
mates, first a eurve would be fitted to th® data by eye and 
second the slop© must be meas^a'ed by drawing tangents to the 
eurv® and detemining their slope# A better method, and me 
whiah was finally used, would be to fit a function to the data,, 
using the method of least squares to evaluate th© ^propriate 
caistaiits, and then to differentiate the resulting equation, 
fli© su®0©as of thia method depends upon finding a satiafaotory 
funetion# 
Frcas physiaal eonalderations and an ©xamlnation of the 
plotted data it was evident that the funotion muat be mono-
toniof it auat be single valued; it must not have a slope less 
than the hydraulio gradient ne^esaary for an equivalent flow 
In satiirated solli and it: iiiugt remain relatively flat for a 
aonsiderable portion of the owve and tiien rise '^rery steeply. 
With ttiese considerations in mind several different typea of 
fimctlona were tried uBtil finallj the fmictton 
^•s a©* + 0 -j- dx 
whiere § • hydraulic h®ad Ira e«« 
» » Z • helRht al3©5r© th© bottom of the tub© 
^ i: —® Um^h of th0" tub® 
d » th« hjdraulio gradient necesaary to move 
th« ateady stat® flow rate through a soil 
column Tj em» long whsn the soil is sat«-
orated# ®iis value is ealoulated from the 
saturated ocmductlvity. 
a, b, 0 • oonatanta which, are functions of the soil 
and the exi>erliaental conditions 
was found to fulfill'theae requireaents. 
a® aetfaod of computing the constants described by Deming 
PP* 18»218) was used# fhls is a least squares method 
which can be used to fit constants of o<Mplex functions. In 
applying the method the partial derivatives, with respect to 
each of the untoown constants, and the residuals of the func­
tion are evaluated numerically using estimated va3.ues of the 
Constanta. The sums of squares and cross products of these 
ntfflierloal values are formed into normal equations which are 
solved for the coefficients using a modlflcatlcHi of the Gauss-
Doollttle procedure for aolving simultaneous linear equations. 
Thea© eoefflcienta ar© the corrections to be subtracted from 
th© estimated coastanta* It was sometimes found necessary to 
repeat this operation when the original estimates were inaccurate. 
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The capillary conductivity and th© soil rnolature tension 
can now be oomputed. using this function. For the conduc­
tivity Darcj^ s equation 
1 - K|| 
wlier© q. " rat® of water flow in cia./tir. 
K a capillary conductivity function in terms 
of X# 
ll m hydraulic gra<ll®nt in teras of x* 
must "be «valmated# hydrawlis gradient is 
jJ • + d 
I* " ^  W ' E ll 
m i (a®^  X ^  + abe^  x + d 
!» 
ifeich glms tha capillary conductivity function 
I • & 
^ x° 4. atoa^ ~i + ^  
( c )  
a© X"^ W 
/> t. •-
The aoll aoiatur® tansion is the hydraulic head added to the 
height abo¥« i&m water tatola or 
f m 3t^  "h dx •+ liX 
• a®» + (d + hU (d) 
fhe constant c Is left out of this because it ^presents an 
adjuatTOnt for capillarity of tlm aianometara* Since th® hy­
draulic head is ©xprcsscd in centiiei®ters, the quantity of 
water In ocntlaoters per hour and the length In centimeters, 
th# capillary conductivity is expressed In centiineters per 
hour* fh« soil aolstur® tension is expressed in centi­
me t#rs» 
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Infiltration 
lafiltration 1» a transient flow problem in an unsaturat­
ed soil. f^oiB a praotic&l point of view th« most important 
phas© of th© problem is the smount of water entering the soil 
as a funotion of tim®. It would b© desirable to be able to 
describe the moisture tension and moisture content of th® 
soil as a f\anotlon of tim© and depth, but since this is tran­
sient problem with a variable conduetivitj the mathematios be­
come very diffleult# Only th© total amount of water entering 
the soil a® a function of tim© will be studied. 
Apparatus and Proeedure 
The apparatus used was essentially the same as that of 
fririaiaBi and Peng (25). It oonsisted of a tube to hold the 
soil and a souree of water whloh would maintain a oonstant 
head* fh© .soil tube used was a I6 ffia* outside diameter glass 
tube I4O or 60 CM. long» The water aouroe wa® a horizontal 
calibrated glass tube with an internal diameter small enough 
so that a vertieal mehiseus is maintained. ConBneroial glass 
tubing 6 or 8 Bsm. outside diameter was satisfactory. A 
lariotte-burette was used on some of ttoe initial trials but 
it was found difficult to read when the rate waa faat be-
eaus® th© air bubbles would not dissipate quickly enough. 
It also eould not be read closer than the nearest 0.1 oh^. 
with any aoeuraey. fhe horisontal glass tube overcame these 
diffioulties and oould be read to the nearest 0.01 
fhree soils selected to have a wide range of infiltration 
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spates w©r® ug®d foa? the Infiltration studies. The soil with 
the high infiltration rate was a sample of Superstition 
loamy sand taken from the a^arfao® 6 in. of a reoently plowed 
up alfalfa plot at th® Yima Mesa Experiment Station, University 
of Arizona, 'Yumai Urieont# A soil sample with a moderate in­
filtration rat© was taken from the surface 6 in# of HoltTill© 
fin® sandy loam in a young eltrus groove at the Southwestern 
Irrigation Fi©ld Station,. Agrloultiiral Hesearch Servloe, 
Erawl©y, California# Another sample fron this station with a 
very low infiltration rate was taken from the surface 6 in.of 
a HoltTill® iilty olay in a field whioh had been row cropped 
or fallowed for th® last 10 years. All of these soils are 
low in organic matter and hai?® few water stable aggregates 
larger than 0.25 m®., and are similar to many irrigated soils 
of southwestern United States. 
The soils were all ground to pass through a 1 mm. sietr®. 
Care was taken to remove as much of undecomposed crop residues 
aa posaiisle to laak® the soils more uniform and homogeneous. 
The Holt-rill© silty ©lay was sieved again with O.25 mm. sieve 
to reaove the fine particles and make the sample more uniform. 
fhe same procedure previously described was used to fill 
the aoil tubes, fh# tubes were oompaeted by dropping them a 
distance of 5 100 times. The extension tube was removed# 
the soil aurfac© leveled, and a flexible transparent sleeve 
was slipped over the end of the tube. A thin layer of glass 
wool was placed over the soil surface and a one-hole rubber 
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stopper plaeed over the end to hold the soil in place. This 
vms repeated at th© other end# The soil tube was then 
weighed to cheok the uniformity of compaction of the differ­
ent trials. 'This procedure resulted la ths same bulk density 
for all trials wJ.t-b ths gams soil# 
The soil tub© was then clamped to a ring stand and the 
height of th@ upp®r end of th© soil ooliamn wag adjusted so 
the hydraulic head at the surface would be sero. If the soil 
eolumn was not to b© set vertical tha height was adjusted 30 
that the hydraiilio haad would b® z&ro at the center of the 
soil surfa®©# To start a trial th© end of th© water source 
tube was raised aligbtly to create a positive head, the 
plnoh olamp was released and the timer started. As soon aa 
wet soil could be seen In the soil tube, the water tube was 
lowered to th® feorir.ontal position. 
After the flow had started, readings of the quantity of 
water absorbed and the ©lapsed time were taken at approxi­
mately equal increments of vmter until about 20 readings had 
been made* The experiments were stopped before the wetted 
front had reached the end of the soil column# The quantity 
of water used was smverted to cubic centimeters of water per 
square centimeter of soil surface or th© depth of water used 
in centimeters* 
'I^eatment of Data 
For th# horiziontal case KirkhaHi and Peng (25) have shown 
that th® equation 
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Q * af^  -t- e 
described th® relationship of quantity of water absorbed, Q, 
as a fmiotion of time to quit© satisfactorily for the soils 
they investigated. Th® rat© of flow at the start is very 
high and undoubtedly turbulent and th© parameter o Is neces­
sary to take this Into aooount. It has been suggested that 
th© exponent of t may not be i- for all soils. Th© data for 
horizontal flow were used to evaluate the exponent as well as 
the other constants, fh© least squares method previously de­
scribed was used. 
For infiltration a different ftmction would be necessary. 
It was assumed that the relationship should include the func­
tion for th® horizontal case and an additional function to 
take eare of the effect of ^avlty# Assuming these functions 
are additive the relation beoaaes 
i  s  a t ^  • + © • + •  it) 
where i s total amount of water absorbed by a unit 
area of soil 
4> it) « the gpavity effect 
with the paraaieters a jstnd b the same as those for the hori­
zontal case* A preliminary examination of taie data indicated 
that 4>{t) was linear with respect to t. The equation then be­
came 
1 « at^ -V- c -t- dt 
and th© constants were evaluated using the least squares tech­
nique described earlier. For situations where the soil was 
3k 
tilted th« relationship raay be modified to 
t • at^ + 0 + sin e dt 
6 s the angl® the soil coliimn makes with the 
horizontal# 
fhis, of oom»8e, is the most general relationship and reduoea 
to the ©qufttions given preTiously. 
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RKSUMS AID DiSeUSSIOlf 
'fh& results of th® two phatfis of th® problem studied 
will b@ presented and dlanussed separately. Examples of how 
these results may be applied to other problems in the field 
or laboratory will be given# 
fertieal Steady State Flow against 
the Force of Qravlty 
line soil tubes were prepared, feree with Sdina silt 
lom and six with Marshall silt loaa, However, one Idlna 
tube and one Marshall tube did not reach an equillbrii«i con­
dition and the results had to be discarded. The equation ^  « 
He* 36^ •+ © + djt was fitted to the fe^draulio head values of th© 
seven soil tubes by ttie method of least squares described in 
the previous section, fhe values of the parameters a, b, 
iynd c are given in Table 1, Th© table also includes the 
length of the tube and the steady state flow velocities, 
fable 1# fhe values of the parameters in the hsf^aullc head 
equation, 
tieagte' 
of Plow 
fube tube velocity 
Soil no« cm, a b e cm,/hr, 
Marshall I 25,1 I9.8 10,2 0,59 0.0265 
2 25#0 19.8 9,2 0,61 0,0288 
2k,6 10,0 8,8 0,67 0,0295 i .2 7,2 0.25 0,0215 
. , 8.1 9.8 5»8 0.0l(.a2 
Idina S liS.l ^6,5 5.8 2.2 0.0265 
7 P,2 58.7 k,8 -4.5 0.0286 
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The parameter b seeras to be a soil property while the pp.rft,-
netsF a varies with, the length of the soil ooliiran rmd the 
quantity of wat«r flowinr^ tte'owgh it. Th© parameter o is mor® 
difficult to explain. For the short tuhes (ttibe 1-3), its 
value is small -and about th® same for all thre® tubes. It is 
probably du® to the diffareno© in the height of rite of water 
in different sized aanoaeters us®4 for th© tensiometers 
anl th© water soiurae* However, th© value of c fluctuates 
aore widely for th® long tubes (tub® ij.-?)* Several factors 
My oaus® tMa* 'fhe toll eoluraa may not h®,v© been in complete 
equilibrimia oausing th® loiror tensiometers which control the 
value of 0 to give erroneous readings-# Some tensicaneters may 
have b0'©om® unresponsive dm to the sintered glass becoming 
ol,dgged# If this happened to one of the lower tensicaneters, 
it would be difficult to detect since their manometer ready­
ing® changed very slowly# fhe capillary effect on manoweter 
readings would also be a factor# f© illustrate how well the 
experiKiental values fall on the coaiputed curves# the curves 
and e:^perimental values are plotted in Pig. 2 for tubes 1 and 
ii. 
fhe capillary omductivity aiay be oc»iputed using the 
data in fable 1 and equation (©). To be able to compare the 
conductivity of the different columns and soila at the same 
moisture tension, th® values of x needed to give the same 
soil moisture tension for all ooXmms were computed frcm 
equation (d) by a process of iteration# These values of x 
Fige 2» Th® relationship between th© hydraulic 
head and height above the wat©r table 
for & long ma siioi?t ooluian of Marshall 
silt lo.am« 
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160 r 
Tube 4 
(Long) 
® 100 
Tube I 
(Short) 
20 30 
Height (cm.) 
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wei?e us«d to eomput® the e&plllary conductivity with 
(e) • The results tor the five eolumns of Marshall 
slit loam are giwn in Table 2 and are plotted In Plg» 3 
usimg tlie logarithm of the capillary eonduetlvity for three 
tubes, 
fitbl# 2, The eapill&ry ooaduotivity at various soil moisture 
tension of Marshall silt loam 
feiisioii 
ig»?s,l yub© 1 
gapillary ccmduotivity (e»./brt) 
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0.0320 
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0.001% 
fb© ooMuotivity values for Marshall silt loam were quite 
variable for th® different soil eoluains. The three short 
Qoluwas ha# very sirailar results but the results of the two 
long eoiumas differed quite markedly froa those of the ahort 
ooluiatts Mid al«© frm each ether. Exewiiaation of the data 
shows that the eurves for all tubes are very similar and appear 
to b# members of the gam# family of curve®. Fig. 3 is a plot 
of the results for the two long ooluaais, tubes k and 5, and 
of a short ©oluaoa, tube 1. The other two oolurana were not 
plotted beeause they overlapped the curve for tube 1. fhe 
conduetivity of tubes l*lf remained eons tan t at the saturated 
Flg» 3* Sapillai*y ooMmativltj ourvea fca? 
Marshall ailt l®a»* 
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eoaduatiirity ¥aluQ for the firat 7 or 8 eai* of tension, than 
It papidlj dacr©as9<3.# tuba 5 maintained the saturated co.n«» 
dttcti'vity vain© to a tension of" I5 OM» This meant that th© 
soli peniained saturated, until th© moistura fcenslon roachsd 
th#se values* km soon as tha tension baoam© great enough 30 
that soa© of the pores were no longer full, the conductivity 
decreased ?®x*y rapidly with Incrsasiag tsngioai# For tub© 5 
the pore si.ae distrll3Ution was suoh that the aoil rsmained 
saturated tmtll a hlg.h0r tensioa was raaohed aad resulted In 
th© oiirw bel:a,3 displaced to the right. This may have been 
oausnd by a mors thorough packing of this eolurant or there may 
!mv0 bt®a » segrtgatlon of partioles In th© saapl® resulting 
in fflor® fla© parti©!©t goitig into this tube coijspared to the 
other tybes#, How«¥©r, 00,11 sidering the fl^iotuatlons of th® 
saturated eoBduetlfity, th© differenoes ar® probably only 
tht noriaal ¥ariatioa *to.lola, may be eaeountorad in most aoil 
physical si®agur«0hts» 
fkm aapillary oonduotl^rity of two ooluKna of Edina silt 
loan as a fiiaotlon of th© soil moisture tension is plotted 
s^ai-iogaritlmloally in Pig, l|.. Th® curve for on© of the 
tubes of -fee li^arshall ooil is ulacj ahowa for canpariaon. The 
thr«© aur^#.® .are roaarkably similar and show leas difference 
than the eurves for different eolumia of the Marshall soil. 
fh« Idlaa soil saaple had a saaller saturated conductivity 
and a larger capillary ©•©nduetivlty at moisture tension above 
50 OB. than the Marshall aaffipl®.. fhis would Indicate th® 
Pig, If* k of th® eapillary oonduo-
ti'^ity of Marsliall and Idina silt loam* 
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pres©neQ of fewer large pores and more of th© small porea. 
The dlfferanoe Is probably due to tlie aggregatos of the Edlna 
sample being less water atal>lo than itie Marshall saiiple and 
breaking up into gmallei' partioles upon being .aoiateried, 
To bring out the dlffersjaoe between the two soils, th® 
capillary oonduotl^lty was expresisd as the percentage of the 
sattffated eoiiduotliritj for a short and long tube of Marshall 
and a long tub® of SdlBa aoil« Pig 5 shows this oomparison 
frith th© psrcentaga buing oonvertecl to th® logarithm. Ejt-
pressiag tht roamlts ia this mmmer imagnlfl®s the difference 
betir#ta TH-® TI«O soils# At 100 GM# tension th© capillarj con-
<aueti¥lty is 0#12-^ of the aatm^a-ted eoaductivity for the 
Min& aaapl© ooatpared to 0«025'^ and 0»Ql|.8:l for the two sMiples 
of Marshall soil* fhis also illustrate3 hovs rapidly th© oap-
iliarJ oonduotivlfey changes in going from a saturated soil to 
one whioh is near field aapaeitj. 
Although the oapillarj condmetivitj deoreases rerj rap­
idly at fii'stj the eur¥e when plotted on non-logarithiaic 
coordinate paper has nearly f3.atteried oiat by the time the 
ranistiire tension has reached 50 eM« fhe flattening out has 
even st?art©d at 50 00. tension when the conductivity is 
plotted on a logarithmic aeale*. The valtte of the capillary 
00ndiietivity b®©<»es wry small and continues to beeeaae smller 
but shows no signs of ranishing.^ This ia what on© would ex» 
peot as long as the pore sine distribution is a oontinuoua 
and relatively s»o<ith fmotion# 
Fig# 5* JPatlo of the oaplllarj eonduetlvlty, 
.K| to %h& safcuratad ooMuctiirlty, EQ# as 
a fuaotion of toil moisttir® tension tor 
Mufshall and. I<iina silt loaas. 

• l^ . 
fMs '.iie-jtliod of determ!nine; Wi© caplllai'j conductivity 
appoar*8 to be satifaetory and has a ewe advantages over other 
Methods wlilch are being uaed# T/ie ajpparatua and procsdure 
are relatively vsiaple and. straightforward# The app&x-atua can 
be easllj- rr.odifi©d to suit tiie ooaditions of the experiment 
aM the availabilitj of equipmeat. It could alao be modified 
to b© used with imdlsturbed aoil aaaples# Aricther advantage 
is that tlm luethod gives ©xeellent results in the region from 
0 to 500 om« tehaio.11, where the eapillarj sonductivity changes 
so rapidly# "The results ©an be expressed in the form of para*-
»i©,tr-lo ©ci«atiori0 giving the moistia'o tenjsion and oapillary 
coriduotivity in terms of the distsjace along the soil column# 
There 'are also s<x;e limitations and disadvantages to the 
Method. .Perhaps th© most iiaportant disadvantage is the length 
of tim® it takes the soil colimn to reaoh the steady state. 
Th® Method is also limited to th® region in which the mois-
tiire fcta^ ion can be aeaaured by tensiometsrs with 300 O:E. 
being the top practical liait. It is, of course, possible to 
extrapolate the reaulta to higher values but there is always 
drager in. doing this unless on© can be positive that the re­
lation does not ehtnge. Sie paraaetrie aquations wMch are 
obtained are quits co;,aplex and will undoubtedly be difficult 
to handle in th© aolutloa of other problems. 
After performing the experiment and analysing the data 
several iaproveaents in teclailque suggest theaaelves. The im­
provement 0 are iaaialy Goncerned with methods of speeding th® 
apppoaeh to an ©qulllbrivim condition. Equillbrlim would be 
re&elied auoh faster lu a abort eolunai# If ttoe soil oolumn 
were supported by a very fla© screen^ tensions of 10 or 20 
(M* ©ould be applied to lower end of the soil column* 
This would b© equivalent to a soil eolumn 10 or 20 cm. longer 
without the loss of any InfoOTatlon since only the saturated 
end of the eoltaan is ellalnated. Before the steady state 
omdltlon Is reached, the rat© of oh®aige of the flow rate and 
the tenslometer readings is very slow and the change In mois­
ture content of the soil ooluim is negligible during short 
intervals of time. A method of measuring small flow rates 
accurately such as a horizontal calibrated capillary tube 
would enable one to calculate the capillary conductivity 
values without allowiiig the soil to reach complete equllib-
rlOT# fh@ tensiometers should be designed so that the mini-
aua aaomt of water will be transferred to the soil column. 
Miniffii»iiig the size of the capillary tubes* reducing the 
amount of flexible tubing oonnectlonsi and using mercury 
manometers wherever the readings are large enough would ear-
tainly help# lore tenslometers should be used especially in 
the upper part of tlm soil m%mm where the differences are 
the greatest., 'fhese refinesaents should Increase the accuracy 
and the speed of the determination#. 
Since this method can only be used to determine the lower 
end of the soil moisture tension-capillary conductivity curve, 
while .the Gardner method (20) ©an only be used for the upper 
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OX"* ti, en of the curvfe the two wo th oris would complewent occh 
other md woulc' give the entire curve. This method does not 
asaum© thot the hydraulic gradient is constant between arj 
two points, and coris©q.uently is more acoiyate than r-.ethods 
mhicb. MUst nialre this asstmption. fhis is especially trtie In 
th© region where th© eapillsry ccfiductlvlty is changing very 
rapidly. 
Th© results have indicated the aapillary conduotivlty 
ta dependent on the pore slse distribution. In thla experi­
ment disturbed samples were u«®d in order to keep the re* 
suits mor© imiform and somparable# However, undisturbed core 
saaples should b© used if th# results are to apply to field 
problems» fhe results given would mdoubtedly differe marked­
ly from the aotual aapillary conductivity of the soil in the 
undisturbed state. Tite method used can easily be adapted to 
undisturbed ©ore samples If th© soil profile is uniform 
throiighout the sample.# 
Applications 
To illustrate how. results sueh as theae ean be used, two 
simple applieatioBs will be given, fh© first Is a oalcula-
t.ion of how the length of tube is needed to develop measur* 
able hydraulio heads for th# horisontal ease with very low 
flow rates# The saoond application will be a disouasion of 
th© availability of water from a water table to a crop in 
th® light of the r@isults of thla experiment. 
In the prdllainary investigations on flow problems in 
imsaturated soils,, the hjdraulio head at several points along 
a horizontal ©oliffloa waa measured •under steady stat® oondi-
tions with a small flow rate# lo measiarabl© differeaoes in 
head were observed# With tJi® results available, on® can 
©aleulat® how long the soil oolum should be in order to de» 
TOlop a measurable hydraulio gradient. fh» experiment c<ai» 
duoted had the water freely a'^'ailable at aero head at the 
source end of the horiztaital colusma and water was being re­
moved at the other end by evaporation at the rate of 0.05 
oia»/hr# k hydraulie head differenee of 50 om. between the 
ends of the tub© was desired* fh© eapillary oonduotivity for 
tube. 1|. of the .larshall soil will be used for this oaloulation* 
Carey's law with a variable oonduotivity coefficient for 
on® dimensional horisontal flow along the y axis is 
II . K U) 
wJb»re K ix) • capillary conductivity function 
^ * soil moisture tension 
|| « rate of flow 
fh© steady state condition is assumed and the rat© of flow is 
a constant 0i,05 m»/ixp* Using these ©Qtiditions the equation 
b®©«es 
X K(x)d ej"g^ l 0»05 dy « 0.05yi 
Jl S length of tube needed 
If ECX) w®3pe an infe@gi*able funotloii ot^, one oould In-
tegrat® aM evaluate ttiia expression# Slnoe it cannot be ex­
pressed in this fcra,. the problem must be evaluated bj nu­
merical integration* A nuiaerlcal Integration formula baaed 
oa til® luler-laelaurin expand!on {1^, p. 195) was used to • 
evaluate the definite Integral on the left* An interval of 
10 m* tension was used. fMs gives 
*03JI • fO.23 
a 5000 tm* 
In other words a horizontal soil ooltmn 50 m« loaig is neoesaary 
to achieve a hydrmulle head difference of 5® a flow 
rate of O.OJ, 
fo oheok this result the ©apillary oonductivlty ourv© in 
Pig# 3 was ©xaained and it showed that the oonduetivity re­
mained constant for the first ? om, of tension, A calcula­
tion aa to the length of soil ©olusm necessary to produce f 
m.* head loss in soil with this constant oonduetivity when 
the soil tube Is horiiontal gives 
S^ I .03 dy .Jj 7.19 d 
*03 yj. • 50*55 
yj^  « 1700 ®a. 
fhis explains why it waa not possible to show an appreciable 
hydraulic head lost In a short horizcmtal eoluam with .saall 
flow rates* 
The other problem to be discussed concerned the availa-
Mllty toT plast uae of water frcro a shallow water table. 
Quit© ofteij a water table is within 5 4^- ^t. of the soil 
s-urfao® and couli be supplying a oc»i3iaerabl@ portion of th® 
wat@r nesd©d for fepanspiratiom* Sc3ra.® questions which ccwie up 
ar@j how muah wat«r will w.o¥e up into the soil to a height 
where aeration eon.iitions ar® adeqmte for root growth and the 
absorption ©f watar by root® •, how high abor® th© water table 
is "feli ; how mch of the water stored in th® soil in this con*-
ditlon- Is availabl® to the plant , 
This problem has go many rmiflGatlons and variables in» 
irolTed that only a qualitative discussion of a limited phase 
will be girm* ' fo define the problem it will be assumed that' 
th® water table is being maintained at a depth of 120. cm* 
An established <irop with an 9stabli®hed root system is grow­
ing on the soil witSa a oonstaat transpiration rate* .A uni-
fora profile is aistaned with th® a am® oaplllary conductivity 
function throughout th® profile.# 
If one assumed that all of the water taken from the soil 
by th® plant is reaoved at on® depth, moisture tension profile 
iuch ag those shown in Fig# 6 would be developed. The curves 
were plotted from the results for larihall silt loara, tube k* 
Tbm lower curve with a flow rat© of 0,5 cm ./day was taken 
directly fr<M th# reiults of the ©xperlaent. Th© upper curve 
was eaapated as follows fr<» Daroy's equation for flow ver­
tically upward wltfe a variable conductivity coefficient. 
fhls equation is 
Fig# Til© soil aaistiir® tensioa profile of 
Marshall soil at two flow rates* 
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g 2 th® foro® of gravity and is 1 since ia 
expressed at the equivalent length of a 
ooluffin of water or gram-centimeters if the 
density ia 1 
For th@ steady atat© this beocjaea 
DE FFXT 
and must be solved by a numerieal method since l{x) is not 
expressed as a function of f or s« Using Milnea* method in 
lelson et al# (58, pp* llj.8^151), the above equation oan be 
solved in a step-wise fashion. An Interval of a a 5 era. was 
used with tb® values of K(x) obtained frc»H tube 4. 
Boots ean probably function satisfaetorily in soil whose 
aoistur® tension is above 100 om., but at lower tension the 
root growtdi and aetivity would diminish rapidly, from Pig. 6 
one oould then say that roots oould grow and function d<»vn a 
depth of 69 OM. if tdaey were removing water at tdae rate 0.2i|. 
s»./day and to a depth of 80 om* with a removal rate of 0.50 
e®./day. fhe region of fee soil profile being supplied water 
which is available for plant growth would be that portion of 
the curve above 100 m* tension. Above 100 cm. tension, how­
ever, the curve flattens out so that this layer of soil is 
thin. ®ie ttiieteneas of this soil layer varies inversely with 
the rate at which the plants »»ove ths water, decreasing as 
the flow rate increases, fhe soil itself would affect this 
also by changing the conductivity function. Another factor 
which would influence the thickness of this layer would be 
5? 
tlx© pattern of water remova.! by rootsm If th® roota removed 
ecitial amounts of water in all parts of layer it would OOTI-
press the layer more than if th© rate of removal decreased 
with depth.. Slum the oaloulations for Fig# 5 made <m 
the assumption of tJ:^  removal of water taking plaee at scaae 
higher point on the eurvs, any removal of water within this 
layer would tend to aake this layer thiraner. 
How auoh water th© plant uses from the water table would 
depend on the availability of water in the upper part of the 
soil aad the ooaoemtratiori of roota in the portion of the pro* 
file being supplied water from the water table. Shaw and 
Bimkles(i|.-7) showed that during the sumer 0»l8 to 0.20 ln#/da, 
of water is lost from soil# fhe 0«50 oa«/day rate of flow is 
the same as 0«20 iii#/da» so sufficient water could move upward 
in this soil to supply all of the plant needs if the plant 
had enough roots in th© laysr of soil# The water table oould 
supply a major portion of tl» water needs of a crop with the 
proper oonditious* 
Another qmstios which often arises is how much of the 
water in a depth of soil below the water table is available 
for plant use# If the deplfti of satia?ated soil has no inflow 
of water and no outflow of water except by evapo-transpira-
tlcm#. then all of the water above the wilting point would be 
available to the plant# Althou^ th© roots cannot get the 
water directly from the saturated soil the water would move up* 
w»d to regions of 'higher tension where roots can function. 
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Ast this process con,tinu©a the water table would drop and roots 
oould penetrate to deeper and deeper dapths enabling tiiem to 
remove a<Sdltional water frmi the soil# Thus water woixld first 
b© remoTOd hj oapillarity and tlien dlreotly by the roots imtil 
all available water was removed# 
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IlFILTRAflOH 
Eleven soil tubes of Superstition sand, four tubes of 
the Holtirille fine sandy lom, and ten tubes of Holtvllle 
slity olaj were prepared and the amount of water absorbed by 
the soil tubes in the horizontal position was determined as 
a function of time, fo check the eonstanoy of the exponent 
b in the Equation Q * at^ -v- © and to see if it differed from 
the theoretieal value of | the results for eaeh trial were 
fitted to the above equation by the method of least squares 
described in the previous aeetion# fhe mean value of the ex­
ponent, the standard error of the mean, the extreme values 
of the experimental results, and the Student's t value for the 
hypothesis that b • are given in fable 5* 
Table 5» ^h.e mean value of b, the standard error of the mean, 
the range of the results and Student t value for 
the hypothesis that b a |-
Holtvllle 
fine 
Superstition sandy Holtvllle 
Soil sand loam clay 
Mean OAf? 
0.00885 
0.50?  ^ 0.614.5 
Standard error of laeoa 0.00676 0.0192 
Minimum experimental 
0.1^.86 value 0439 0.515 
laximm experimental 
value 0.529 0.519 0.719 
Student''s t 0.554 1.055 7.55 
Degrees of freedom 10 3 10 
The mean values for th© exponent b for the Superstition 
sand and Holtvllle fine sandy loam are very nearly the theo-
6o 
l»©tioal valu® of ®i® hypothesis that th» mean value of 
the eospmted b it ©ttial to ^ eannot b© rejeoted as can be 
seen toy eacasining th© values of t which were obtained. Even 
if th® diffefenees wei»e aignifioant, suoh i®all differences 
are of little practical iiiportance and a satisfactory fimotion 
can be fitted to the data using an exponent of i. The dif­
ference oo«ld be due to random variation in the soil particle 
arrangement and packing along th© soil tube. For the Holt-
villa elay, however, the value of th© exponent differs by 
0«lif5 frc« th© theoretical value. The odds are greater than 
999 'fco i that the difference is not due to chance# 
To explain why the exponent varies for scase soils a more 
careful examination of ttie equation will be made. The equa* 
tion Q • has been derived frow Poiaeuille's law and 
adapted to soil by Swartsendrutoer, et al* (52). In making 
the derivation it was assumed that the soil did not interact 
with the water and that the quantity of water absorbed is 
directly proportional to the length of soil which has been 
wetted. Apparently these assumptions are true in the case of 
the first two soils one of which was a loamy sand and the 
other a fine sandy loam. These soils are low in clay content 
and do not change structurally upon being wet by water. How­
ever, the Soltville ailty clay has a clay content of 1^0% and 
its structure is changed very Markedly when water wets it. 
Since the exponent of tlae deviates quite markedly from I for 
this soil# these assumptions either do not hold or some new 
5l 
factor wMoii Is a propertj of th® soli Is Important, In the 
derlTatioa th© @:sp0n©Bt of t is th# rtsult of an integration 
aad Is a piir# aiamber iiidap©n<l©nt of th© yariation of the 
m«dla« However, th« para»,©ter a la a fiinotion of the ©ffec-
tlT® radius of th© pap@s, th® aarfaoe tsnaion of water, th® 
angl# of wetting of the soil, the viaisoaity of the water, and 
the propartionalitj factor for th© fraetion of soil volume 
filled with water. If one. assraes that the parsjneter b la eon 
stant and remains then th© apparent irariatlon of b may be 
dw® to-the faot that a Tarles with time and is not constant. 
In other worda- 'the- equation has the form 
q • fCt) 
where f(t) * a fmaotlon of t whioh is dependent on th© 
soil 
fhe f{t) would redme® to the constant a fear the first two 
soils. For the elay soil the fimotion at®*^5 appears to fit 
the data. 
Of the faetors which m&j eatis® the parameter a to vary 
with time,several «an be eliminated. Th© angle of wetting 
of the soil should reaaia oonatant as long as th© soil was uni 
form. If a soil is high in elay oontent, the heat of wetting 
©ould raig© the temperature of th© soil water at th© wetting 
fr-ont whioh would deereas© both th© surfae© tension and th© 
viseosity^.' Sinoe the rate of adirano© varies with time, th© 
surf&e© tension and viseosity of thevmter would be leas af-
feeted as tiM> proceeds. However, the magnitude of the change 
iii sBiall and also the parameter a is direotly proportional 
to the stirfaoe teaaion and Inversely to «ie viaooaity so that 
ehaiiges womld tend to cancel eaoh other. Th® effective 
radims of th® pores may ohang© with time# If the soil swells 
on beooming wet, th® swelling may tend to reduce the size of 
pores in the portion of the soil which has been wet the long-
©st» This would tend to reduce the aaiouat of flow and would 
©ami© th® parameter to deoreaae with time# Since th® para» 
meter increases with time, th© effect of swelling is negli­
gible or is »asked by other effects* Another way in which 
the effective radius can b® varied is by th® soil ag^egates 
breaking up upon watting and b©o<»ing smaller. This would 
tend to decrease the effective radius. It has been observed 
that the more rapidly an aggregate is wetted by water the 
more thoroughly it is broken up into aaaaller aggregates or 
primary particles. Thus a soil with poor aggregate stability 
would have many aggregates broken up at first when water 
Moves rapidly into a soil coluffln and as the speed with which 
th© advance of th® wetted front decreases the aggregate break­
up would become less. The effective radius of the pores of 
the soil would be reduced by a large aaiount at first but the 
ohang® would be much leas as time progressed. This could be 
th© mechanism or part of the aeohaaism causing the parameter 
a to vary with time. 
AnotlMsr possibility is that the quantity of water ab­
sorbed by th® soil is not directly proportional to the length 
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of w®ttad sell in tJa® tubs buls is a funetion of th© length, 
fo eho0.k this tae ratio of tte quantifcj of water absoi'bed to 
the length of soil was eaaputed*. Tm results of a 
typical trial for ®aoli of the soils is given in fabl© I4.. 
fabl® 1^ * Th« ratio of the water atoaorbed to the length of 
the wetted toll in the tub© for three soils in 
relatioa to tim® after the start of the trial 
SuperstltidB 1»S» Holtvill# f#S.l, Holtville S«o. 
Time®' Sati© Tlffie® latio fime®- Ratio 
1 *36 1 .56 1 .74 
1|. I^il 4 *5^  9 
16 1^  .56 16 ,67 
56 Mr 5^ *55 56 
% 45 fell. *55 60 .65 
81 45 100 ,55 100 .^ 4 
is expressed in minutes 
Bata are available for one trial with the Superstition loamy 
sand and 5 trial® , with the Holtvllle fija© sandy loam. With 
these limited data oa© ©an eertfttnily not gay that the ratio is 
not cmstant# For the HoltTille siltj ©lay more data weve 
wailabl® and it always followed the pattera of results shown, 
fh© ratios started hi#i and gradually dropped to a ocKiatant 
•?alt» after about 20 to 30 aiiamtes tia® had elapsed. Since 
ratio deoraasea with time while the parameter a is in-
or®asi,ng with time, this ©aimot "be the oaua® of the para­
meter Bot being a oonatant. It would tead to reduce the dis-
orepahoy. Ihis is born out by ^0 fact that the trials in 
whi^h th© parameter a T]»i®d the most the ratio wa« nearly 
eeastajit while in trials where the parameter was nearly oon-
\ 
stafst iifaild in trials where the parameter was nearly eonstant 
the ratio TOrled th© moat., 
IB OTder to be able to compar® the values of th® 
parameter a th© results of eaeh trial were recomputed using 
th© method of least squares preirlously described with an 
expoaent value of |for the Superstition loamj sand and Holt-
ville sllty elaj &n& the mean value of 0,614.5 Holtvill® 
silty claj* k representative curve for eaoh soil is shown in 
Fig. *f * ?he mean® of the pariUBSter a, the standard error of 
th® Hitan and tha maximna and minlaum values ar© given in 
Table 5, , l^he mean of th© parameter 0 is also given. Th® 
Table •5» Tl^ »®anii of th® parametar a, th® standard error 
of th© ffitan, th© rang® of tiie ©xperimental values 
for thre® soilsf and th® m®an of the paraanet®r c, 
for th® equation Q • at® c. 
Superstition Holtvill® Holtvill® 
Soil laS* f#S*l» S»C» 
Mean of a I.685 1.63k •0,285 
Standard error of a«an 0,0505 0,0725 0.0279 
Maxiawi valu® 3. •978 1,824 , 0,1^ .2 8 
Minimum valu® l»46o l*l|.74 0«i26 
Mean of 0 .29 .09 0.?!^ 
Wu«b®r of trials 11 I4. 10 
para®et»r 0 inoludes th® initial inertial ©ffeots at th® start 
th® trial when th® law does not hold and the volume of water 
nee«ssarj to saturate a small amount of glass wool n®®ded at 
th® front of th« soil tub®. 
fh® total infiltration as a funetion of tiia® of these 
soils was also determined, Elaven soil tubes of Superstition 
Fig» t* quantity of water atoaorbed as a 
fiaietllffi of tiai© far tlirs® soils, fh® 
llisea @t3?© plotted trm. th® fitted etxpvea 
aM tht in<Sl0at«td points ape experimental 
VALUES* 
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loaay aand, fi*/« tubss of Holtvlll© fine aandy loaa and four 
tubes of Holtvllld olay w«i*e prepared and th® infiltration d«» 
tei^ mlaed. In the v@rtloal position, fh® results ware then 
fitted to the equation 
fh@ ©xpon#nt b was set oqtial to § for the Superstition loaa^ 
sand and the loltTill® fine sandy loam and to 0.645 
Holtvill® silty ©lay. An attempt wat made to fit all of the 
constants but it was found that slight variations in the data 
produeed large -s-arlation in the exponent with only a alight 
inoreas® in the preoiaion with whi@h the results fit the 
eurv®. Hepresentativ© ourtres for the three soils are shown 
in Pig. 8 with experimental values indleated. 
fh© mean of a and d for the infiltration equation ia 
given in Table 6. Sinoe it was hypothesized that the value a 
fable 6. 'Hie means of the parametera a and d of the infiltra­
tion equation their standard errors, range, and the 
t value. 
WHERE 
i s at"^ + e + dt 
i « the total infiltration In centimeters depth 
of water 
Soil 
Superstitioffli 
1. S. 
Holtville 
f.S.l. 
Holtville 
S.  0 .  
Mean of a 
S.E. of a 
Mean of d 
S.S. of d 
Maximm value 
Minirow value 
Student's t 
Pig* 8» fh© total' lafiltration of water as a 
ftmotioo of tlm® for three soils. Tbe 
li»@s are plotted fro® the fitted curves 
and th© Indloated points are ©xperimental 
TAL«®S» 
20 
o 10 -
Holtvllle sl.c. 
20 40 60 80 100 
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was til© same for both the horizonfcal and vertical cases, 
this liypothesla was ch0oked# St\id®nt*s t for the differeno© 
betweea the two means w&b computed using a pooled standard 
#rror and Is alao glmn In fabls 6». Sa® differences in the 
two m&ms ar® small for th© three soils and th© t test shows 
that 'ttie differeneea eoold b© due to random vsiriation in th® 
saaplea# fh® Holtvill© slltj olay followed the same pattern 
as the other soils indioating that th® generalized equation 
given above probably otn be used for all aoils. 
Th® value of d ia ajurprisingly large for the soils and 
i.-e. i 
th® contribution of this term of the equation Is an impor­
tant part' of the total infiltration, Iven fca? the elay soil 
this ^erm ia iBiportaii.t "and be#»ea a dominant factor before 
100 minutes have elapsed# (Cavity ©ffeots on infiltration 
have been assu»@d to b© negHglbl® beeaus© the large moisture 
tension present in an infiltrating soil eoliain being equiva­
lent to aaay times the f oree of gravity. Since the dt term 
repreients the gravity ©ffeot. Its Importance must be due to 
soae other effect* Miller and Richards measured the 
hydraulic gradient of th® tranaMission aones of an infiltrat* 
ing soil ooluffin and found it to vary from 2 #9 to 1#25 for the 
soils umdrn Since th® force of gravity would give a hydrau­
lic gradient of 1«00, it can be seen Ifeat the gravity effect 
is important in this zone and consequently for infiltration, 
fhi® wotald also indicate that th© dt tens of the infiltration 
equation is related to the ccwiduetivity characteristica of the 
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ia*arisaission zon& of an infiltratiiig soil* 
Two .other trials w©r@ mad©.. Siiio© the dt term ima b«en 
related to gravity, it should lQe3?®as® if the angle tb© tub© 
makes with til© horizontal is deeraased froia vary as 
th@ .©.Ineof til© &n.gl#» That is th© ©quatioti becomes 
1 » at^ + 0 + dt sia e 
'Ite*®® ta?ial3 were pun on SuperstltioB loaray sand with the 
angle s«t at 500, fh© mean of th© 3 values of d is 0.207 
which is reasonably 0IO3© to th« 0-»25^ foT the vertical case. 
.A tube of Holtvill® fin© sandy loam was wetted to field 
capacity and aUcwed to ©quilibrat® for several days. The 
inflltratton was determined and th« results fitted to the in-
filtration equation# The valu® of d was 0*0i|.76 as ccsapared 
to th® m&mn valu® of 0#C%52. while the value of a was O.536 
as oaapared to th® aeaa value of 1.8li|., Since the parameter 
a is dttermined by th® capillary forces, on# would expect it 
to d@cr®as® if th« soil wag w@t. Parameter d, however, is 
governed by the gravitational effects and would not vary with 
th® moisture content. 
Ba© infiltration equation which has been developed in 
the eKperiiitntal section fits the data very well. The para­
meter a is th®' same for both th© vertical and horizontal case. 
The term dt wm added to take care of the effect of gravity. 
fh« term varies as a function of the sine of the angle that 
the tube Makes with the horisontal and.Aia apparently not af­
fected by ttte moisture content of the soil. 
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Afmiokfiom 
Tim uses to wiileh th® Ijaflltration equation can b© put 
are many fold»,. Ii®wis and Mlln© (5^) have derived an Inte­
gral ©qufttlon fea? tJi® rat© of advance of water over the sur» 
fae© ton* the border method of Irrigation* fhe equation wa» 
solved by them u®lng sow® ap^eial fmotions for th© infiltra­
tion equation# Th© type of equation developed in this thesis 
does not lend itself simply to ths solution of this equation# 
,i nuaerioftl solmtlos, in probably poasibl® but it appears to 
b« quite laborlo'tis# It will not be attempted in this thesis# 
fhe., Infiltratlm and runoff diiring a rainstorm are im­
portant to soil oonaervationists, hydrologists and engineers# 
If the rainfall latenalty Is greater than the infiltration 
rate of a soil th© t'orpins Mil aco^mulat© on ©le surfao® and 
eventually r«® off when th® turfae© storage capacity of the 
soil Is exm»4&4* If th© rainfall intensity were a oonstant 
amount greater than infiltration rat© of the soil the water 
accumulation eould b© represented by 
1 « Rt • at^ • dt 
k 9 aoemulatloa of water on the surfac© plus 
riaioff 
1 8 rainfall intensity 
This equation we>uld be valid as long as 
or H> abt^"^ -f- d at time t 
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Th© •raiafall Intensity is not usually uniforja and th© term 
Rt oould "b® replaced with the aooumulated rainfall• Gar® 
would haw to fe# ®s®rols®d to matos oertain that A kopt in-
sreasing. If tba differenoas decreased, the rainfall in-
t®nslty would hav® deoreased balow "the infiltration rata and 
th# results would not be valid# Rimoff would cease at this 
point# 
Th© infiltration equation oould also b© -uaed to mook 
th® uniformity and sffioienoy of irrigation, Th© rate at 
wfeifito, wat#r oen b© supplied fey a sprinkler oould also be 
eal0Ulat0d frcpii this equation# It should not exceed th© in­
filtration rats at any tiraa s© that it would bo tbo value of 
th© derivative of the ©q.uaGion at the end of period of irriga» 
tioii* If it were desired to apply a oertain amount of water, 
on© oould ealoulat© how long this would tak® and then compute 
the neoessary rate at whieh water should be applied so that 
it would not exceed th© infiltration rate. 
Ik 
OOlGLtrSIOIS 
fls# teeimlqtii© of detemlng the oaplllspy oonduotivity 
fimetioB bj the mefeod dessribed appears to b© satis-
faotOTj. Th@ length of tla® required to reach equi­
libria is a disadvantage but it is partially oorapenaated 
for by the capillary fimotioii being determined for the 
entire rang© of moisture tensions whioh are achieved in 
the equilibrated soil tube# fhe simplicity of the 
equipaent would alao make it possible to run a number of 
deterfflinations at •fee sayaie time. 
fhis procedure results in expressing the capillary con-
dmctivity and the moisture tension aa parametric equa-
tioa« The geometrlo paranieter of the equation cannot 
b© eliminated and thus the equations are awkward to 
handle# Meverthelesst the method of computing the 
oapillary conductivity by fitting an empirical function 
to hydraulic head data gives a precise value# 
The results can be used to solve other flow problems 
In unsaturated soils# However, it is necessary to use 
numerical methods to solve the resulting differential 
equation# even for comparatively simple problems# 
The results of the different irials are quite variable , 
indicating the need fca» m^any replications to get precise 
results for applications of the results to other prob­
lems# 
fhe exponent of the oapillary absorption law is not 
13 
always | for all soils* On# soil had an exponent of 
0*6I|.5<» Sine# thlB was a soil with a high olay eon-
tant .and ^@i»y low struotiirsl stability, it may be 
assumed that th@ deviation fraa th® law will b© limited 
to sifflilop soils* 
6» fh® proposed infiltration equation I « at^' t- e t <21^ is 
a satiafaetory r®pi*®0©ntatioii of the.aooumialative In-
flltr&tion process, at least under laboratory oondi-
tiOM# 
7» Th© first two t©ras at the right of th© infiltration 
#q.uation are tiie aaa© as those of th» oapillary absorp-' 
tion law, last term of this equation is du© to 
gravitational effects# 
1$ 
BXJmmt 
fwo phases ot tla® problem of nowem&nt of water in un-
afSitupated soils wr® studied# Cto© phaae dealt with a method 
of deterffiining the Qaplllary aondmotivity of soil as a funo-
tion of the soil moisture tension. The other phaae dealt 
with infiltration of water into soils* 
fo determin® the eapillary oonduetivlty of a soil, a 
'rertioal tub© of soil wlMi water supplied freely at zero 
pressure at the bottcm and evaporated frcan the surface at the 
top was allowed to reaeh a steady state eondltion# fhe hy-
draulio head was measured at various points along the tube by 
means c«r teasioMters »ade of sintered glass sealing tubes# 
fhe rate of flow was measured and the pressure of the water 
at the botta® of the tube was controlled by means of a burette 
whioh operated lilce a Mariotte bottle# An empirieal fxmotion 
$ • ^ 
where at ® the ratio of ttoe hei^t of the observation 
to the length of the tube 
d 9 laie hydraulio head neeessary to move the 
flew rate through the saturated soil tube 
was found whi©h eould be fitted to the hydraulio head data by 
adjusting the values of a, b, and a to the measured value of 
df X# and § by the saethod of least squares* The function was 
differentiated to give the hydraulio gradient which was then 
used with the rate of flow in the Daroy equation to give the 
eapillary conduetivity as a function of the parameter x. The 
moiatiare tension was also expressed in terms of the parameter 
f.r; 
t i 
bo $ . 
The above prooedm»© was used to dote mine the capillary 
conductivity of disturbed ssjuplcn of Idine silt loan and War-
shall silt lo«m# fhe re stilts for any one ??oll were qxiite 
variable. However, -fee eapillary ©onduotivity for all trials 
Miowed a similar patt®rn« fh© soil maintained th® oonduo-
tivity of a satwated soil lantil th© moistiir© tension exceed­
ed a critical vain© deterained by the pore geometry when some 
pores were no longer filled. Then the conductivity rapidly 
decreased to values of less than one per cent of the saturated 
conductivity by th® time the moiature tension was about ^0 cm. 
and approached a zero condiictivity asyBiptotlcally. The chief 
differenco in the soils was th© rapidity of the decrease of 
the ocMduotlvity after tb© aoil was no longer saturated being 
aore rapid for the Marshall than th© Edlna. 
fh# results were used to compute the length of tube noe-
©ssary to carry out a similar experiment with equal flow in 
the horlzaatal dlreotioa. It was found that a tube of soil 
50 rn-'m long would b© necessary to develop for such flow a 
Bioistiire tensicm of 5® end. Moisture tension 
curves were calculated for two flow rates and used to illus­
trate the mod© with which water would be supplied to plants 
by a water table. 
For the infiltration plmse of th® study uniform dis* 
twbed samples of three soils fran the Southwestern United 
States varying from a loamy sand to a silty olay were used. 
Proa the distxarbed samples soil tubes were prepared. These 
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tub®® w@r© placed horissontally or vertically and conneoted 
to a source of wa^ter whidfei maintained a constant head, fhe 
aaotmt of water entering as a function of time was recorded* 
fhe equation 
Q « AT^ + 0 
where s total aiaoimt of water absorbed 
t s time 
was found to describe the total aiaount of water absorbed very 
satisfaetorily for horizontal motion# fhe constants were 
fitted by th© laethod of least squares. According to 
Foiseiiille^a law th® exponent b should be I, This was true 
of lighter soils but the ©lay gave a value of 0,6I}-5 which 
was found to b© significantly different from, the predicted 
value I and appears to be related to the structural stability 
of the soil* 
It was felt that an infiltration equation should include 
the first term of the above equation in additim to a factor 
dt^ d being a constant, for the effect of gravity. Thus the 
equation was 
1 ; at^  + 0 + dt 
and it was found to be almost a perfect fit for the data for 
the three soils# fhe constants were fitted by the method of 
least squares and it was shown that the value of a was not 
different for the horismtal or vertical ease. Other tests 
indicated that the parameter d varied as the sine of the angle 
tlM> tube makes with the horizontal and thus verified the 
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gjra'ritafclonal natw® of the linear added term, Psraotleal 
e^ aiaplts of th» use of tlis Infiltration ©quation were dis-
6U3S©D# 
•I 
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